Introduction

The COVID-19 pandemic has disrupted life in the United States, upending social, economic, and political institutions. At the outset of the pandemic, there was a tremendous need for health workers to act as the surge workforce for hospitals and intensive care units in urban hotspots across the country. The experience in New York provides an example of what was happening at the time. In late March 2020, New York called for volunteers across the state and the nation to help create a surge health workforce in response to the burgeoning pandemic. More than 90,000 people responded. Hospitals developed new recruiting processes on the fly, relying heavily on contracts with travel nurse agencies to staff their facilities.

The experience of NYC Health + Hospitals — New York City’s public health care system — illustrates the mammoth lengths to which some hospitals had to go to build and deploy surge workforces during the pandemic. They redeployed existing staff from non-intensive care to intensive care duties; recruited additional staff from among volunteers and contractors from recruiting and travel nurse agencies; designed new, streamlined onboarding and training processes from scratch; used technology to facilitate the coordination of their efforts; and employed rapid-cycle quality improvement techniques to evaluate and hone these new operations.

Why did these hospitals find themselves needing to go to such lengths, cobbled together new and complex staffing systems on the fly? They were already experiencing workforce challenges and did not have adequate tools to help them adapt to the sudden onset of a public health emergency. Successful health policy focuses, in part, on timely access to care, which requires an adequate health workforce to meet the needs of the population. Federal health policy addresses the problem by providing funding for health professions education and training, research to assess and inform the adequacy of the health workforce, efforts to distribute the workforce where geographic or specialty gaps are identified, and the development of tools to project the size, composition, and need for the health workforce in the future.

This paper explores some of those tools with a focus on workforce projections models. With an eye to making them more useful for health policy decisions to ensure an adequate workforce in the future, the paper identifies several important deficits of common projections models: (1) lack of data, (2) being stuck in workforce silos, and (3) inadequate distribution and location modeling.
In Addition to Being Better Prepared for Future Pandemics and Public Health Emergencies, Why Do We Need to Model Future Health Workforce Adequacy?

In addition to being better prepared, being able to anticipate the size, composition, and other characteristics of the health workforce required to meet the needs of the population is important to health policy for several reasons.

- Expanding existing or building new training infrastructure takes substantial time, planning effort, and financing. For example, it can take five to 10 years for a new medical school to be developed and built and cost hundreds of millions of dollars in capital expenditures and personnel before new medical students begin to graduate from the institution.
- While the process varies for different professions, it can take many years to produce a new member of the health workforce. The training requirements for physicians, for example, include four years of undergraduate education, three or four years of medical school, and anywhere from three to seven years of residency and/or fellowship training. Registered nurses require two to four years of training, and advanced practice nurses, an additional two to four years before they can practice.\(^5\)
- The health workforce is not a static body. New people join the workforce as they complete their training and meet the requirements to practice in a health profession. Members of the workforce provide care and services at various levels of effort in health care settings. The correlates of this variation include age, practice or work location, and occupation, profession, or specialty. Finally, as with many other professions, members of the workforce leave it, as well.

Due to the length of time and money required to start new health professions training efforts and to the ever-changing workforce, knowing how many health professionals there will be in the future and whether the workforce will be adequate to meet the needs of the population, including during public health emergencies, is vital. Workforce projections models are intended to help policymakers, the health professions education community, and those providing care plan for and direct resources effectively.

The Language of Health Workforce Projections Modeling

The terminology around workforce projections models is important to understand. Three terms often used in workforce projections are supply, demand, and need.

Supply, demand, and need

Supply generally refers to those providing health care to the population. Some projections will take into account classifications within specific professions and occupations. For example, the physician supply is often classified by individual medical specialty or broader groups of specialties (primary care, surgery, medicine specialties). Supply is often expressed as the health care services that can be provided by a population of health care providers.\(^7\)
Demand is an economic concept based on patients’ or payers’ willingness to purchase health care services at a particular price. In projections modeling, it generally refers to the amount of health workforce required to provide the volume of health care services the population wants to obtain through the market at a point in time. Demand depends on social and cultural factors associated with health literacy, access to services, willingness to seek services, insurance status, price, geography, and availability of services.\textsuperscript{7-9} Like supply, it can be defined in terms of the health workforce itself or a volume of health care services.

Need refers to the amount of health workforce required to provide a volume of services necessary to achieve a desired health standard. It is a normative, subjective assessment of the ideal health workforce required to provide health services in an area or to a population to maintain their health regardless of ability to pay or what level of services are actually available at a point in time. As such, need is generally closely tied to the disease burden in a particular place or population.\textsuperscript{7-12} Like demand and supply, it can be defined in terms of the health workforce itself or a volume of health care services.

The intersection of supply, demand, and need: What’s a shortage?

To determine whether workforce supply is adequate, supply, demand, and/or need are compared. Given the definitions of supply, demand, and need above, understanding how those can intersect helps refine the concept of a workforce shortage.

Ideally, supply, demand, and need would coincide as illustrated in the area labeled C in Figure 1. However, when stakeholders identify shortages in the health workforce, they are describing situations where individuals cannot obtain the services they demand due to not being able to access those services, perhaps related to inadequate insurance coverage\textsuperscript{13} or scarcity of providers\textsuperscript{14} (Areas B and D), or to need due to not seeking medical care at all, perhaps related to low health literacy\textsuperscript{15} (Area A). Further, there can be situations where services are demanded and received but not needed (Area E), such as supply-induced demand and those where there are excess providers (Area F), meaning beyond what is needed or demanded.\textsuperscript{16,17} The intersection of supply, demand, and need can be experienced differently by population groups defined by characteristics such as race, ethnicity, insurance status, economic status, and geographic location. Health policy aims to expand Area C while minimizing Areas A, B, D, E, and F.
Singular focus on individual professions and occupations

Almost all projections modeling focuses on one profession or occupation. Physician workforce projections models, made at various times over the past century, are the most well-known examples of health workforce modeling. The Graduate Medical Education National Advisory Committee’s (GMENAC’s) work in the late 1970s and early 1980s was one of the first national-level in-depth efforts to project the supply and need for physicians. Although single profession and occupation projections remain common, there have been exceptions to a singular focus that have continued the movement toward broader workforce models. For example, the Primary Care Integrated Requirements Model by the Health Resources and Services Administration (HRSA), developed in the 1990s, sought to project the required supply of primary care practitioners, including primary care physicians, nurse practitioners, physician assistants, and certified nurse midwives, and more recently, HRSA introduced a model that includes more than 30 health professions.

Projections and predictions

Understanding the distinction between projections and predictions is vital. Predictions are statements that refer to what will happen in the future. They can be made when one has a high degree of certainty about how today’s conditions are going to change or a high degree of certainty that they are not going to change in the future. Accurate predictions can generally not be made about health workforce supply, demand, or need because they are influenced by a multitude of factors, including the political proclivities of policymakers, technological advancements, and economic trends, as well as a multitude of individual decisions made and actions taken by health care providers and the populations they serve on a daily basis. Projections, on the other hand, describe what may happen in the future, given certain well-
defined assumptions about current and future conditions and, in some cases, the changing structure of a system over time. Projections and predictions may also change the behavior of clinicians (e.g., students who might avoid a specialty or profession projected to be surplus in the future) or of policymakers (e.g., altering funding for training or clinical care for professions projected to be in shortage in the future). For policymakers, the value of projections thus lies in their ability to demonstrate the implications of current and emerging trends to which policymakers can respond.\(^23\)

**Common Health Workforce Projections Models\(^24\)**

### Stock and flow

Stock-and-flow models depict the health workforce and incorporate change over time in a format that is relatively easy to understand. These models treat workforce and population cohorts as stocks of resources, and movements between those stocks as flows of resources. In health workforce modeling, they start with the current health workforce supply and demand or need, typically delineated by age cohort (the stocks). On the supply side, the models then project forward in time using parameters that estimate incoming members of the workforce based on the number of people who complete training each year, those who return to the workforce after having temporarily left, and entrants from other countries. That number is then reduced by the estimates of those who retire, become inactive, or die. On the demand-need side, the models project forward in time using parameters that estimate the demand or need, such as historical utilization rates or rate targets based on a desired level of service. The process is repeated for future years until the target year is reached.\(^7,15\)

### Microsimulation

The microsimulation modeling approach, a relatively novel one, moves away from the idea of stocks and flows and builds on the individual as the unit of analysis. The health care seeking (demand) and labor market participation (supply) behaviors of the individual become the building blocks for calculating estimates for populations of interest. For example, in a recent demand microsimulation model based on an individual's characteristics, use of health care services was simulated using parameters derived from equations relating those characteristics to health care utilization. Then, the number and mix of health care providers required to meet the demand for services were estimated using parameters derived from patterns of provider productivity in different settings.\(^25-28\) In terms of workforce supply, the microsimulation approach bases projections on how provider characteristics — typically age, gender, occupation, specialty, setting — relate to labor market participation behaviors, including actively working, hours spent in practice, and retirement. Parameters derived from equations describing those relationships are applied to a population of providers to generate projections of the supply at a point in time.\(^27,29\)

### System dynamics

A system dynamics approach begins with the recognition that human behavior is uncertain and nonlinear and occurs within complex, dynamic systems. System dynamics is rooted in the theory of nonlinear dynamics and feedback control developed in the fields of mathematics,
physics, and engineering and applied to human behavior and interaction and the systems that build up around behavior and interactions over time. System dynamics models are typically built from stock-and-flow structures where flows between stocks are based causally on other values of factors within the system and on an endogenous understanding of the structures generating these trends over time, time delays, and reinforcing and balancing feedback loops.\textsuperscript{30}

Examples of system dynamics modeling in the U.S. health workforce domain include dynamic simulation models of the local physician workforce in Cleveland, Ohio, and Albuquerque, New Mexico\textsuperscript{31}; the dynamics of workplace stress among nursing aides\textsuperscript{32}; demand for ambulatory care services\textsuperscript{33}; and work commissioned by the American Association of Physicians in Medicine to project the supply and demand for medical physicists using a dynamic stock-and-flow model focused on a changing training and certification process.\textsuperscript{34} Additional examples of system dynamics modeling in the health workforce can be found in the international peer-reviewed literature.\textsuperscript{35}

**Historical Projections Modeling**

While it might not be possible to predict when the next pandemic or public health emergency will occur, is it possible to project future health workforce supply using the kinds of models described above? To shed some light on that question, we compiled several historical national projections of physician full-time-equivalent (FTE) supply for 2020 made between 2005 and 2019 by different modeling teams using different methods (Figure 2). These projections were selected because they are publicly available, are at the same geographic level, and represent several of the approaches described above. The purpose of the comparison is not to suggest one is better than another, nor is it to systematically assess each model’s assumptions and limitations. Rather, it is to get a measure of how accurate projections have been historically. For each, we recorded the minimum and maximum projection for the FTE physician supply in 2020. Given what we stated about projections, the reader should expect that the projections will not predict the actual estimates of physicians in 2020. We might, however, expect that projections made closer to 2020 would likely be closer to actual FTE counts because there would have been less opportunity for the conditions underlying the projections to change.
In half the historical projections of physician supply we reviewed, the estimated number of physician FTEs in 2020 fell within the projected range. The earlier projection efforts were further away from the 2020 estimate, with some projection ranges greater than the estimate and one projection range less than the estimate. The results of these comparisons were not unexpected. Salsberg and Forte found similar outcomes when reviewing physician workforce trends from 1980 to 2020 following the GMENAC physician workforce projections from the late 1970s.
Important Workforce Projections Modeling Deficits

While workforce projections modeling efforts can be accurate and have been effective in alerting policymakers and other stakeholders to possible future shortages of certain, specific health professions and occupations, they do suffer from several important deficits: (1) lack of data, (2) being stuck in workforce silos, and (3) inadequate distribution and location modeling.

Lack of robust data for improved modeling

One commonality running through all workforce projections modeling efforts is a reliance on robust, timely, and accurate data. Without those, projections cannot be made effectively or with any confidence. Moreover, the more advanced modeling techniques, such as microsimulation and system dynamics, require a quality and quantity of data that are often unavailable. As Buntin and colleagues\(^37\) recently pointed out, the models the AAMC and HRSA have been developing have intense data requirements. Data on the numbers of newly trained physicians and other members of the health workforce, hours worked, retirement patterns, population characteristics, current care delivery patterns and utilization, and the availability of other potential health care providers are not always available, timely, or representative of the experiences of the diversity among population groups. The continued development of better, more refined projections models is challenged by an inadequate investment in data and the underlying research that analysis of those data would provide.

Stuck in workforce silos

Earlier in this paper, we stated that most projections modeling efforts focus on a specific profession or occupation. That is, a profession is considered in and of itself in a vacuum, effectively siloed from other professions and occupations that it interacts with in providing care for patients. In reality, health care is provided in an interconnected way, with many professions and occupations playing roles and working together in the delivery of care to the population. Health workforce projections models should reflect this reality if they are going to continue to be helpful in informing health workforce policy decisions going forward.

This modeling deficit is the result of several factors, including variable regulation of health professions by state,\(^38-40\) overlapping scopes of practice and skills,\(^41\) barriers and facilitators of interprofessional practice, and a lack of research on the variation in how care is provided, including who contributes to care, what each participant contributes, and whether those contributions vary across kinds of care (e.g., primary, specialty-specific, behavioral health), characteristics of patients (e.g., insurance type, age, race/ethnicity), and geography (e.g., across the urban-rural continuum, state to state).

Research is needed to uncover and understand the dynamics of interprofessional practice and new integrated models of care. We need to explore, for example, how the relationship between supply and demand or need affects care delivery within and between professions and occupations; how workforce outcomes like labor force participation, job satisfaction, and clinician wellness affect and are affected by those dynamics, interprofessional practice, and new integrated models of care; and how these workforce aspects affect interest in particular professions and occupations.
Distribution and location: Place matters

Another deficit many projections modeling efforts suffer from is not being able to project how practitioners distribute and make practice-location decisions. In addition to concerns about overall shortages among the health workforce, it has long been observed that shortages are more severe in some places than in others. One illustration of maldistribution in the health workforce is the uneven distribution of physicians across the rural-urban continuum. For example, rural areas have historically and continue to experience severe shortages of health care resources.\textsuperscript{42,43} Workforce shortages and other access challenges are experienced in all types of areas, but too often, projections models fail to adequately account for location. In some previous projection efforts — for example, the 2005 COGME\textsuperscript{44} physician supply projections and the GMENAC projections in the late 1970s — subnational practice-location projections (i.e., at local, state, and regional levels) were not modeled at all. In some state physician supply projections modeling efforts, such as in Michigan\textsuperscript{45} and New York,\textsuperscript{46} practice-location decisions were modeled as a function of demand growth. More recently, modelers have relied on patterns of migration from state to state.\textsuperscript{19}

Despite literature that identifies factors influencing physician migration decisions and patterns, little work has been done to incorporate more than the migration functions listed above into projections models. Insights like those from Holmes and Fraher,\textsuperscript{47} Chou and Lo Sasso,\textsuperscript{48} and, most recently, Hu and colleagues\textsuperscript{49} on practice-location decisions would greatly enhance the current physician supply projections models. Expanding research efforts like these to other professions, occupations, and models of care could further enhance existing projections models.

Preparing for the Next Pandemic

At the outset of this paper, we described some of the results of being ill-prepared for the COVID-19 pandemic. Since 2020, the health workforce has been pushed to its limits and beyond. Preparing for the future and the next pandemic or public health emergency will require making informed health policy decisions around allocating and targeting resources for the education and training of the health workforce.\textsuperscript{50} Those decisions will require information about (1) what future workforce requirements may be, including where and what kinds of services may be sought, and (2) what workforce supply may be available, including the composition and location of the workforce. Health workforce projections models are one of the most important tools for guiding these decisions. Armed with information from those models, health policy discussions and decisions about how to better ensure health workforce adequacy in the future can occur — so that we are better prepared for the next public health emergency.

Final Thoughts

Health workforce projections are often criticized because they become associated with the policy recommendations they inform. Advocates of particular policy options criticize projections models that do not support their favored policy options. For example, part of the critical response to the 16th report from COGME’s recommendations to increase physician education and training to combat a projected shortage of physicians in 2020\textsuperscript{40} was that the projections did not fully account for the growing contributions of other professionals in the delivery of care to the
population and questions around whether adding more physicians would make a more effective health care system.\textsuperscript{51,52} Those were valid criticisms — the models informing COGME’s recommendations were not capable of addressing those questions. It is important to recognize that criticisms like these do not call into question the value of workforce projections modeling, rather, they highlight their limitations and the need to understand their underlying assumptions. These and similar criticisms have laid the groundwork for improving the models and the useful information they produce to address important policy questions. But more improvements are needed, and other questions require answers.

In the past decade and a half, health workforce policy priorities related to the adequacy of the workforce to meet the requirements of the population have become more refined. First, with the passage of the Affordable Care Act in 2010, the goals of the Triple Aim for the health care system — improving population health, enhancing the care experience, and reducing costs\textsuperscript{53} — became evident. Those were followed shortly by the addition of a fourth aim — clinician wellness.\textsuperscript{54} Most recently, a fifth aim — health equity and the importance of diversity\textsuperscript{55} — has been elevated as an explicit priority for health care system improvement. Given these system goals and potentially greater demands on clinicians, the workforce projections models that inform policy decisions about the future should have the capacity to address the health workforce policy priorities related to workforce supply, demand, and need. The projections model improvements outlined above offer several steps for moving the models in that direction.
Notes


24. Other projections modeling approaches are used to a lesser extent in the health workforce domain (e.g., Markov chain models, optimization models, and regression models). Interested readers might consider reviewing sources in notes 7 and 23.


